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He’s the lead singer of
R.E.M. and one of the most
singular musicians
of the last three decades
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LIFE &
HOW
TO LIVE
IT
Michael Stipe and R.E.M. helped form
an entire genre of music. Yet his
heart-sleeve lyrics and melodious tenor
only begin to describe the man.
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LETTER NEVER SENT:
Michael Stipe may write
parts of songs by hand,
but when it comes time
to actually sit down and
songwrite, he’s always
typed the lyrics. “I don’t
like my handwriting,
and I don’t trust it,” he
says. “I might write a
great lyric, but if it’s a
bad-handwriting day, I’ll
discard it.” Over the years,
Stipe went from writing
on a typewriter (the font
for 1983’s Murmur was
actually from his old
typewriter) to computer.
Collapse into Now was
written entirely on Stipe’s
iPhone.
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LOW-KEY SETTING — A 700-PLUS-SQUARE-FOOT
LOFT IN THE INDUSTRIAL BUILDING ON 28TH
STREET IN MANHATTAN. It might be because

the photographer, a sharpshooting veteran, has
photographed R.E.M. frontman Michael Stipe
before, so the two have a cordial if not familiar
relationship. It might be because Stipe has an
encyclopedic knowledge about, among myriad
other subjects, fashion, so he elected to bring
his own wardrobe. Or this photo shoot might
be different because of me.

This was the moment that
I’ve been waiting for since I was
12 years old. My personal and
professional lives each have
their own mental soundtrack.
The playlists are selected very
carefully because how I write
my stories and how I conduct my
affairs with peers are set to musical scores that I compile in my
head. Stipe’s lyrics, buttressed
by guitarist Peter Buck, bassist
Mike Mills and drummer Bill
Rieflin (and a special place is
reserved in the annals of R.E.M.
history for former drummer Bill
Berry, who had a brain aneurysm in 1995 and left the band in
1997), have shaped my life. And
as 15 albums that have sold 80
million copies worldwide over a
31-year career will attest, I am
by no means unique in my love
for Stipe’s music.
But this photo shoot is different. Realizing that the musician I’ve listened to since
the early ’80s is in the same 700-squarefoot studio as the man I’ve always wanted
to meet — and that they’re one and the same
— is a symbolic tying together of two ends
of time.
Stipe maneuvers around the cramped
studio in a very deliberate manner. He sets
his stare on a section of the room — say,
where the clothes steamer is — and thinks
about making a motion toward it before
actually walking. Beyond being a tactician
with his words and moves, I notice throughout the photo shoot that Stipe is extraordinarily observant. He notices qualities
about objects and people that even the most
seasoned investigator would overlook. For
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YOUNG DESPITE THE YEARS: Michael Stipe,
photographed in Athens, Ga., on July 11, 1990.
That same year, the group recorded the
groundbreaking hit “Losing My Religion” from
the album Out of Time, released in 1991.

in science and medicine. But
Stipe exhibits another trait that
is quite novel in the entertainment world, especially among
celebrities who have reached the
same height of success as this
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductee. It’s a trait I witnessed
firsthand when we were in the
rickety chain-suspended elevator heading up to the 16th floor
for the photo shoot.

I

instance, as the shoot draws to a close, he
fixes his pale blue eyes on the right forearm
of first assistant Josh Freiwald.
“You’re a chef, aren’t you?” Stipe asks
rather matter-of-factly.
“Yes, I am,” Freiwald replies. “How did
you know?”
“Because you have multiple circular burn
marks on your right arm. Your pot-stirring
arm.”
The whole room notices this exchange
and doesn’t break character. Among Stipe’s
inner circle, his observations are just a part
of the day. I, however, am smiling over in a
corner, avowing to myself that the 51-yearold musician has an acute eye for detail. I’ve
met people over time with similar observational skills; those people work primarily

T’S A BEAUTIFUL LIFE, YOUR
LIFE » It was cold out, and

Stipe was layered. He had on
a down jacket, a knitted hat, a
wool scarf that obscured his chin, and he
was bearded with thick gray whiskers. In a
city like New York, and in that part of town,
Stipe could have passed for one of the artists who have their studio in the Industrial
Building. Or he just as easily could have been
a delivery boy.
Riding in the elevator to the studio were
Stipe, his publicist and I. Moments later, a
nondescript lady, heavily layered because of
the weather and peeking out from between
a knitted hat and a scarf, got in the elevator
on the second floor and faced forward. She
never looked at any of our faces. Stipe, his
publicist and I spoke softly among ourselves,
and when Stipe spoke, that trademark delicate murmur of his instantly made me reminisce. That’s the voice I’d heard in so many
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many years. That’s the voice that we teens
of the ’80s and ’90s were raised on. I smiled,
but the lady didn’t see it.
The elevator stopped on floor 14 for the
woman. She stepped out and paused for a
moment as if to contemplate which hallway
to take. Then she turned around, locked eyes
with the man with the voice behind her and
allowed a faint sentence. “I love you,” was
all she said. Stipe responded with a sincere
“thank you,” but the lady likely didn’t hear it.
She was gone.
The rock star lowered his head in the elevator, looked at the floor for a moment and
blushed through his gray and blond beard.
That’s when I made my first personality assessment about my childhood hero — the
man that I’d seen command stadiums full
of fans with the wave of his hand and who is
a publicly outspoken advocate for a host of
philanthropic causes. And my assessment is
this: Michael Stipe is humble, yes, but deeper
still, Michael Stipe is shy.

T

HINK OF OTHERS, THE OTHERS THINK OF
YOU » He dons a pair of black-framed

glasses and folds his hands in his lap
to study the menu. We’ve popped in the Breslin for a late lunch, and notwithstanding the
hour, this swank eatery inside the Ace Hotel
on 29th and Broadway is slammed. New York
hipsters sip coffees and imbibe buttery libations while web surfing on their iPhones and
iPads. The stereo plays half-songs — loudly
— overhead.
We have the curtains drawn in a private

In 1981, MICHAEL
STIPE penned a song
called “Gardening
at Night” while
sitting on an old
mattress in the yard
of the Oconee Street
Church in Athens,
Ga. Three decades
later, when discussing the forthcoming
release of R.E.M.’s
15th album, Collapse
into Now, lead singer
Stipe says: “There
are songs on this
record that were
written on a proverbial mattress in the
front yard.”
One such song is the
album’s leadoff track,
“Discoverer.” “It just
fell out of me,” Stipe
says. “I knew exactly
what it was referencing and I knew
exactly what it was
about. And every
line doesn’t make exact sense to everyone,
but it’s really more
about a feeling of
liberation. A feeling
of discovery. A feeling of racing through
some barrier. I think
that speaks to the
teenager in all of us,
of every age.”

area to drown out the background din, but
that doesn’t stop the slew of restaurant employees from stopping by from time to time.
He thanks the guy who presents a pitcher of
water. He thanks the waiter for offering suggestions of his favorite items on the menu.
He even thanks the employee who secured
the booth for this interview, despite the
employee having asked him, “Is your
I love to travel:
name Brian?”
“No, I’m Michael,” he says simply. I love what it offers;
He didn’t feel slighted by not being
I love the
recognized. And he was genuine in his
opportunity and the
response, which makes me wonder
whether this is why he’s chosen New
vista that opens
York City as his second home, because
up to me as a
it allows him to live anonymously — or
very visual person.
at least more anonymously than in his
hometown and other residence of sleepy
Athens, Ga. But more importantly, how does
someone who’s so easily identifiable maintain that down-home, Southern politeness?
“Respect, for one,” he begins. “A common
courtesy of acknowledging and respecting
someone else and what they do in their job
and who they are: just another person moving across the earth that you happen to be in
the same space with at that moment. That’s
why I was interested in the assistant who
was holding the light. He had burns on his
right arm, so he’s right-handed and he’s a
cook when he’s not doing lighting. That’s
interesting to me.”
Another reason he asks questions and
challenges you to answer — as much with
his eyes as with his patience — is because of a
natural curiosity, a character trait he credits
to his Army-brat upbringing and his having
dropped out of college.
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from various cultures and settings. That’s
why R.E.M.’s newest album (number 15 since
the band’s inception in 1980), Collapse into
Now, was recorded in three locations: Nashville, New Orleans and Berlin. And that’s
why this album, by Stipe’s own admission,
was conceived with each song bearing a
singular message in mind. No thought was
given to the marketability of hit singles and
dollars-for-downloads. “The record company knew what they were getting with us,”
he says, grinning.

T

“I want to maintain a curiosity throughout
my life, where I don’t want to feel like I know
everything or that I’ve accomplished everything that I can accomplish,” he says. “That’s
arrogant, for one thing, and as a pop star and
as a public figure and as a performer, I’m
well aware of arrogance and narcissism and
insecurities in a person. That curiosity is so
key to living a rich and fulfilling life.”
This natural curiosity has led Stipe into
many other activities and endeavors. For
example, he’s quite the fashionista, and
not for superficial reasons. He knows the
big-name designers and can discuss spring
fashions and young couturiers cutting their
teeth in Berlin just as knowledgeably as he
can discuss music, like the story behind the
obscure Ramones song playing overhead
that he first heard on Don Kirshner’s Rock
Concert television show in the 1970s. These
days, his passion is sculpturing with plastic.
He travels the world, and quite extensively,
to study the works of the world’s best sculptors and to return with his knowledge to his
studios in either New York or Athens. Then
he practices his art.
“It’s no coincidence that I chose American
Way to speak with,” he says. “I love to travel:
I love what it offers; I love the opportunity
and the vista that opens up to me as a very
visual person.”
What Stipe observes during his world
travels helps to feed his photographic memory and encyclopedic recall. But the farthest
reaches of the globe also help him with his
foremost profession. He is, after all, a musician who’s concerned with the twin crafts of
singing and songwriting. Traveling permits
Stipe the opportunity to draw inspiration
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HE COMPASS POINTS THE WORKERS
HOME » Here’s something Michael

Stipe says you might not know about
him: He’s a road warrior. A real road warrior.
A sentiment many of you can understand
— whether you’re on the road for work or because you’ve elected to have a fluid lifestyle.
Stipe picks up and goes every two weeks.
R.E.M. isn’t planning to tour for Collapse, and
many rock stars elect to use the lull between
albums and tours as battery-recharging time.
Stipe, on the other hand, uses this time to see
even more of the world than his professional
career has already allowed.
There’s a method to Stipe’s love of life
on the road: He plans trips between his
New York home, his home in Athens, his old
stomping grounds of Los Angeles and, most
recently, his newfound destination of interest: Berlin.
But there’s an impulsive side as well. “My
friend is having an art show in London,” he
says. “I found out at dinner the other night.
My boyfriend and I told her, at the table, that
we will be there. ‘We’ll be at the opening
of your art show.’ It was very much in the
moment.”
His bandmates are no different. Most of
them maintain a residence in Athens, where
it all began, and split their time between
their adoptive hometowns. Bassist Mike
Mills can be found part time in Los Angeles. Guitarist Peter Buck spends his days in
Seattle; in Portland, Ore.; and throughout
Hawaii. Longtime manager Bertis Downs
is partial to New Hampshire. Stipe says the
band is extremely close — the kind of close
that 30 years on the road together fosters.
Their schedules just don’t always jibe in
their downtime.
“We’re all crossing each other in the sky,”
he says. “All the time.”
Which leads to the question of home.
Where is it? Athens seems like the default

answer, but R.E.M. hasn’t been an exclusively college-town, University of Georgia
native-son band since the release of Murmur in 1983.
“My sense and my idea of home is as someone who has lived a nomadic or peripatetic
lifestyle,” he says. “I think a lot on airplanes,
of all places, about: What is home? What
does it mean? It’s an abstraction. It’s a feeling. It’s a sense. It’s a decision.”
People who spend a lot of time in the sky
know this one carnal truth: Home is where
you make it. They also, at some point, use
the romantic setting — the light drone of jet
engines, the view of the land below, the conversation time with the person in the seat
next to them — to introspectively analyze
who they are and what brought them to that
very moment. For Stipe, that realization continues to come in the form of bracing humility. “I never thought I was very good at what I
do,” he begins. “That’s why perhaps the most
important quality in a person, even beyond
curiosity, is humility. Not false humility. Not
false modesty, but a real humility. It’s an
understanding that you really are no better
than anyone else. You’re just fortunate to do
something that other people respect or like
or can pull something from.”

A

LL YOU HEAR IS TIME STAND STILL IN
TRAVEL » This interview is differ-

ent. It might be because of the lowkey setting — just a couple of guys picking
at salads and drinking coffee in New York
City. It might be because R.E.M. frontman
Michael Stipe is so eloquent in conversation
that the questions and answers come naturally, like you’re speaking with your cousin
or a good family friend. It might be because
Stipe has an encyclopedic knowledge about
fashion and music, yes, but also about the
world and the people in it: a general and
genuine curiosity and an inherent fondness
for how and where they spend their days. Or
this interview is different because Michael
Stipe — military kid, former art student,
admitted dyslexic, humanitarian — never
once put himself or his band on a pedestal.
Perhaps this interview is different because of
my water-in-the-face realization that one of
my musical heroes is just one of us.

American Way editor ADAM PITLUK wrote his first book,
Standing Eight, while listening to R.E.M.’s Reckoning;
his second book, Damned to Eternity, while listening to
R.E.M.’s Dead Letter Office; and he listened to “You Are
the Everything” right before he proposed to his wife in
New York City.
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